Violence

It has been in my life,
Bullying, or just trying to be yourself
Pulling down self confidence

Violence...

I thank god, it never happened to me
Being shot
Bang, bang
Just for having something someone wants

Violence...

What do you think the causes are?
Hating that person
Drugs?
Maybe not loving your life, hating others for it.

Violence...

Being neglected
Guns, Gangs
Bullies
All of above starting violence

Violence...

How would you stop it?
Showing people that we are all the same some way
Stop it when seen?
We all have challenges in life
We as one can face them
speaking with someone about what happens
Violence...

It shouldn't happen
The way the world tunes in to it
Gun shoot, Ambulance, Police
Violence...

Why?
that's all you can ask yourself
Why the violence? Why?
The hate
Violence...

People everywhere
No matter where they live
They will always find a way to help violence
Together we can stop it
Violence...

When you are alone you are an easy target
As a group you aren't
You stand in a crowd
Never alone, around people that care

Violence
Needs an end
Violence
No one can stand
Hopefully
When I am older
This will just be a lost word with no affect.
Never to be heard never to be said

Violence...

Show your have courage
Believe in what you been taught
Never show your afraid
Stand up to what you believe in.

Violence...

Never let anyone put you down
Love what you have now
Never hate on someone because you believe there better
Don't hate, just appreciate

Violence
Needs to end
Violence
No one needs

Why the hate
We as one can be on top
You can overcome this
try, and try again it will leave
Once you learn how to go over how violence stopped you

Violence...
I thank god every day
But one day I know it will come
I will know how to work off it now
Showing that it will not take over my life
Violence

Violence...

It's not a way to solve things
Violence.... Violence
Why should it even come that far
Violence

Violence...

Why?
How has it affected you?
What would you do about youth violence?

Violence...
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